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One At A Time
Travie McCoy

Yeah, Its Travie!

Verse:

G
Lets Take a Second and reflect on what we can do
D
To be smart and play apart in somethin beautiful
C
Embrace life appreciate the fact you even breathing
C
Cuz we in the crosshairs and it s over season
G
If each one teachs one we got a good start
D
 Your not a square cuz you care and have a good heart
C
We gotta speak soft, And listen harder
C
Its right in front of our face but we don t even bother

Bridge:

 C                  Bm
(Uh)Think about it (Uh) Think about it
C
Be about, dont be afraid to speak about it
 C                       Bm
(Uh) Don t cry about it (Uh) even though they lie about it
C                         D
set a fire, inspire dont turn it up to cheat about it

Chorus:

G
(Whoa) Can t change the world over night
D
(Whoa) But we can start by saving a life
C
(Whoa)One at a time, One at a time
G
(Whoa) So lets make history 
D
(Whoa) and help out those in need
C
(Whoa) One at a time, One at a time
We can change a life



Verse:

I be like my generations complaining about things that we don t have
But if you think about if you think about it we ain t got it so bad
Trust me I know bad, And I met worst
And it d be so sad, To sit it and let it get worst
It s a simple concept we need to grasp quickly
Before we end up wishing we did something differently
So go and spread the word, And not the virus
C mon lets get together try and put this all behind us

Bridge:

(Uh)Think about it (Uh) Think about it
Be about, dont be afraid to speak about it
(Uh) Don t cry about it (Uh) even though they lie about it
set a fire, inspire dont turn it up to cheat about it

Chorus:

(Whoa) Can t change the world over night
(Whoa) But we can start by saving a life
(Whoa) One at a time, One at a time
(Whoa) So lets make history
(Whoa) and help out those in need 
(Whoa) One at a time, One at a time
We can change a life

Verse:

If I could change a life, Then you can change a life
We can change a life, So lets just change a life
One at a time, One at a Time
If I could change a life, Then you can change a life
We can change a life, So lets just change a life
One at a time, One at a time
We can change a life

Chorus:

(Whoa) Can t change the world over night
(Whoa) But we can start by saving a life
(Whoa) One at a time, One at a time
(Whoa) So lets make history
(Whoa) and help out those in need 
(Whoa) One at a time, One at a time
We can change a life


